
VIETNAM: A History
The official companion to the acclaimed PBS television series

Stanley Karnow
"The most comprehensive, up-to-date, and balanced account we
have"—Fox Butterfield. "Karnow takes on the whole sweep of Vietnam-
ese history, beginning with the ancient conflicts with China and the
Khmers...puts together detailed narratives of controversial events and
decisions, and renders careful assessments of them"—Chicago
Tribune Book World. "First rate as a popular contribution to under-
standing the war'^Douglas Pike, University of California, Berkeley.
0-14-007324-8 752 pp. $10.95 Viking hardcover: $22.50 fpt

VIETNAM VOICES
Perspectives on the War Years, 1941-1982

John Clark Pratt, editor
Vietnam Voices captures the drama of the Vietnam experience through
dialogue created by the participants themselves. This collage—including
memoirs, novels, speeches, and news releases—provides fascinating
insights into the war from every viewpoint.
0-14-006359-5 704 pp. $12.95 Viking hardcover: $25.00 fpt

CHICKENHAWK
Robert Mason

"More than any other writer, Mason...captures the feeling of what it was
like to be there" (John M. Del Vecchio, author of The Thirteenth Valley)
in this first-person account of his more than one thousand missions in
Vietnam, told from a perspective unique to the literature of the war to
date—the helicopter pilot's seat.
0-14-007218-7 476 pp. $3.95 Viking hardcover: $17.75 fpt

PENGUIN BOOKS
A division of Viking Penguin Inc.

Academic Marketing Department, 40 West 23rd Street, New York, N.Y. 10010
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Thailand:
A Short History
David K. Wyatt
This is the first general history of Thailand in
English since 1926. Beginning with the earliest
Thai immigrants to Southeast Asia in the
eighth century, Wyatt traces the evolution of
Thailand, describing the establishment of
principalities and kingdoms and the gradual
dominance of Bangkok and concluding with
the turbulence and uncertainty that Thailand
faces today. Incorporating maps, photo-
graphs, and an extensive bibliography, this is a
basic resource for anyone interested in the full
sweep of Thai history. $27.50

China's Foreign
Relations in the 1980s
edited by Harry Harding

What role will China play in world affairs dur-
ing the 1980s? After discussing such topics as
China's regional policies, the domestic con-
text of China's foreign policy, the role China
plays in today's international economy, and
China's place in the strategic competition
between the Soviet Union and the United
States, the authors predict that the United
States cannot count on a close association
with Peking, which will probably instead
increase its level of involvement in
Asia. Published in cooperation with
The Asia Society. $18.50

Yale University Press
New Haven and London

The Southern Ming,
1644—1662
Lynn A. Struve

Struve here provides the first thorough politi-
cal and military history of the tumultuous
evcnts^of mid-seventeenth-century China,
when the last remnants of the Ming dynasty
fell to the advancing Manchu troops. Focus-
ing on the loser's side in the Ming-Ch'ing
struggle, Struve gives a balanced, lucid
account of the Southern Ming regimes and, in
the process, sheds considerable light on the
reasons for their decline. $30.00

Dominance and
Affection
The Making of Pets
Yi-Fu Tuan

Drawing many of his examples from Asian
history and culture, Tuan looks at man's urge
to "make pets" by taming and controlling
nature, animals, and even other humans. $19.95

New in paperback

Soviet Policy in
East Asia
edited by Donald S. Zagoria

"An excellent volume. . . .The quality of the
contributions by these knowledgeable ana-
lysts and the overall focus of the book make it
a welcome and significant contribution to the
field." —Robert C. Horn Journal of Asian-
Pacific and World Perspectives

"A carefully crafted, integrated study."
—John C. Campbell, Foreign Affairs $11.95

A Council on Foreign Relations Book
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Discover the Latest Research
on Asian Affairs

From Patron to Partner
The Development of U.S.-Korean
Business and Trade Relations
Karl Moskowitz, Harvard
University, editor

This In-depth look at business be-
tween the United States and Its
seventh largest trading partner dis-
cusses the origins of contemporary
U.S.-Korean trade relations and ad-
dresses problems that have arisen with
Korea's trade success. American and
Korean specialists In International
Investment, international marketing,
business organization, history, and po-
litical science analyze such issues as
investment and technology ties, pro-
tectionism, disputes over market
access and participation, and the role
of Dow In Korea.
256pp. ISBN 0-669-06837-3 $26.00

Caught in the Middle East
Japan's Diplomacy in Transition
Michael M. Yoshitsu, University of
Virginia

Disturbances In the Middle East
have caused the U.S. to lose a trusted
friend—Japan. This book details Just
how this situation came about. Glean-
ing Information from personal Inter-
views with Japan's key decision-
makers, the author analyzes the effects
of the tenuous American position In
the Middle East during such incidents
as the hostage crisis, relations with the
PLO, and the Iran-Iraq War. He delin-
eates how these events changed the
course of Japanese foreign policy.
128pp. ISBN 0-669-08012-8 $20.00

Defense Planning in Less-
Industrialized States
The Middle East and
South Asia
Stephanie G. Neuman,
Columbia University, editor
Foreword by Geoffrey Kemp

Contributors to this volume are
the first to apply comparative
foreign-policy guidelines to the
study of defense policy and be-
havior in less-developed countries.
This Impressive assemblage of
Third World experts offers insight
Into historical and social factors in-
fluencing military doctrines of
Egypt, India, Iraq, Israel, Pakistan,
Saudi Arabia, and Turkey. They
describe the Implications for region-
al stability and for Improved rela-
tions between less-developed coun-
tries and the industrialized world.
336pp. ISBN 0-669-05468-2 $35.50

Regionalism and Global
Security
Gavin Boyd, Saint Mary's
University, editor

This innovative policy volume
calls for strengthening the U.S.
global role through involvement In
the building of regional economic
communities. Distinguished contrib-
utors argue that community forma-
tion is feasible In regional settings If
strong and resourceful leadership
mobilizes support for well-planned
ventures In economic cooperation.
They present specific approaches
for Improved U.S. regional relations.
208pp. ISBN 0-669-06153-0 $25.00

\\\|(/<> Lexington Booksx x ' '/$£- 125 Spring Street
-=C Lexington, MA 02173
^ Call our toll-free numbers

(800) 428-8071 or (800) 334-3284

from
Lexington Books
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"IT

The Princeton Companion to Classical
Japanese Literature

Earl Miner, Hiroko Odagiri, and Robert E. Morrell
"A prodigious accomplishment. This book should become the

standard reference for anyone interested in the subject, and I do not
imagine that it will be superseded for many generations. No other work

includes such complete information, or presents it in a form so easily
assimilated by the reader."

—J. Thomas Rimer, Chief, Asian Division, The Library of Congress

For both specialist and beginner here is a single volume that contains the
general and specific information necessary to an understanding of Japanese

literature from its beginnings to 1868.
About 500 pages. 117 illus. 7 maps.

$55.00

A History of Japanese Literature
Volume 1, The Archaic and Ancient Ages

Jin 'ichi Konishi
Translated byAileen Gotten and Nicholas Teele

Edited by Earl Miner
The first of five proposed volumes that will give an account of Japanese

literature from its beginnings to the death of the modern novelist Mishima.
Volume 1 covers the period from preliterate times to the beginnings of the

tenth century discussing the oral tradition and how it was affected by
exposure to imported writing.

LPE $19.50. C$50.00

Princeton
University Press

41 William Street, Princeton, NJ 08540
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The SECRET
HISTORY of
the MONGOLS

The Origin of

Chingis Khan

An Adaptation

by Paul Kahn

A magnificent example of history as storytelling. Perhaps the

first thing to be written in the Mongolian language, it tells the

epic story of the formation of the Mongol empire under the

leadership of Chingis Khan. Written for the royal Mongol

family after Chingis Khan's death, it tells of conquests, betray-

als, alliances, revenge and family loyalty.

$14.00, paper KB NORTH POINT PRESS, 850 Talbot Ave., Berkeley CA 94706

ANTIQUARIAN BOOKSELLERS

"GEMILANG"
Y.J. HELLER & CA. VALENBREDER
Drakenstein 47
1121 HD LANDSMEER
The Netherlands

specialized in: ANTHROPOLOGY-ARTS & Crafts-
Ethnology -History

of: INSULAR SOUTHEAST ASIA -
MELANESIA & THE FAR EAST
Catalogues issued; free on application
Vtonts-lists appreciated

Cables BOGOR Amsterdam
Phone ([0)2908)54 04
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CAMBRIDGE
Illness and Culture in Contemporary Japan
An Anthropological View
EMIKO OHNUKI-TIERNEY
The author provides a detailed account of the cultural practices and meaning of health care
in urban Japan, paying careful attention to everyday hygienic practices and beliefs and
presenting a comprehensive picture of formalized medicine in Japan.
"For sheer virtuosity it would be difficult to find another book like this in the field of Japanese studies,
and it also exceeds the range of any book I know on health and illness. Ohnuki-Tierney has written
about central aspects of Japanese society and thought in so persuasive a way that anyone interested in
Japan will have to read this book. It will be a landmark."—Robert f. Smith

Cloth $37.50 Paper $9.95

Why Has Japan 'Succeeded'?
Western Technology and the Japanese Ethos
MICHIO MORISHIMA
A prominent Japanese economist now resident in the West offers an illuminating interpreta-
tion of the factors unique to Japan's history and culture that are responsible for its current
economic success.".. .stands out from the rest.. .because ofProfessor Morishima's exceptional ability as an economist
and his intimate native knowledge of Japan... admirable for the range of its insights and the modesty
of its conclusions... "—Times Literary Supplement Cloth $29.95 Paper $9.95

Japan
This booklet, based on articles from The Economist, surveys Japan's economy, trade, indus-
try, technology, government, and finance, as well as the role played by foreign companies in
Japan. Paper $3.95

The Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of Amulets
A Study in Charisma, Hagiography, Sectarianism, and Millennial Buddhism
STANLEY J. TAMBIAH
In this analysis of the reclusive, forest-dwelling meditation masters who have been
acclaimed as "saints" in contemporary Thailand, Professor Tambiah examines the relation
between the saint who renounces the world and the people of that world who paradoxically
benefit from his heroic virtues. His study contributes novel theoretical additions to Max
Weber's treatment of the sources of charismatic powers and to the ideas of Marcel Mauss
and Karl Marx concerning the fetishistic role of objects in human relationships.

Cloth $54.50 Paper $17.95

Cross-Cultural Trade in World History
PHILIP D. CURTIN
Beginning with the ancient world and extending to the coming of the commercial revolu-
tion, Professor Curtin discusses a broad and diverse group of trading relationships between
differing cultures. The opening chapters cover Africa, while subsequent chapters treat the
ancient world, the Mediterranean trade with China, the Asian trade in the East, the Euro-
pean entry into the trade of maritime Asia, the seventeenth-century Armenian trade carri-
ers, and the North American fur trade.
"Once again, Philip Curtin has written a remarkable book—an account of how, throughout history,
merchant groups have transcended the barriers of locality and parochialism to link together widely
separate parts of the globe. A masterly study by a master historian."—Eric R. Wolf

Cloth $34.50 Paper $9.95

Order from your bookstore or call our Customer Service department 1-800-431-1580
(outside New York State and Canada). MasterCard or Visa accepted.

Cambridge University PreSS 32 East 57th Street, New York, New York 10022
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The Complete China from THE FREE PRESS l'rl'|
Tust Published!
THE WALLED KINGDOM
A History of China from Antiquity
to the Present

WITOLD RODZINSKI

Rodzinski, a China scholar for 40 years and the for-
mer Polish ambassador to Peking, judiciously con-
denses China's rich 4,000-year heritage into one
authoritative and immensely readable volume.
Here is China captured whole, from the remote
past to the post-Mao liberalizations, with fully half
the book devoted to the modern era. Twenty his-
torical maps illustrate developments throughout.
"Probably the best single-volume history of China
...yet written."—Maurice Meisner, University of
Wisconsin. "Rodzinski s work stands out for its clar-
ity and elegance...."—Times Literary Supplement
448pages 0-02-926870-2 $19.95

CHINA AT THE CENTER
300 Years of Foreign Policy

MARK MANCALL, Stanford University

"A landmark contribution....[Mancall's] intense,
comprehensive, and tightly coherent examination
of the Peking outlook provides us with a whole
new understanding of China's foreign relations...."
—Choice. "Offers a rare panoramic view missing
in more specialized and contemporary studies."
—Foreign Affairs
540 pages 0-02-919810-0 $29.95 .

Available in Paperback
BROKEN EARTH
The Rural Chinese

STEVEN W. MOSHER

"Considerably advances our understanding of
what China's 34 years of revolution have wrought
in the country's vast hinterland."—New York
Times Book Review. "A courageous, significant
book...."—Judith Shapiro, coauthor of Son of
the Revolution
317pages 0-02-921720-2 $8.95

Available in Paperback
INTELLECTUALS AND THE
STATE IN MODERN CHINA
A Narrative History

JEROME B. GRIEDER, Brown University

"[This] is now the standard survey of Chinese
thought in the nineteenth and twentieth century up
to the Revolution....A firm overall analysis coupled
with lively individual portraits"—Journal of Asian
Studies

395pages 0-02-912670-3 $11.95

MAO'S CHINA
A History of the People's Republic
MAURICE MEISNER, University of Wisconsin
416pages 0-02-920810-6 $9.95

CHINA IN DISINTEGRATION
The Republican Era in Chinese History,
1912-1949
JAMES E. SHERIDAN, Northwestern University
338pages 0-02-928650-6 $13-95

THE FALL OF IMPERIAL
CHINA
FREDERIC WAKEMANJR., University of California,
Berkeley
276pages 0-02-933680-5 $8.95

CHINESE CIVILIZATION
AND SOCIETY
A Sourcebook
Edited by PATRICIA BUCKLEY EBREY, University of
Illinois
429pages 0-02-908760-0 $12.95

THE MODERNIZATION OF
CHINA
Edited by GILBERT ROZMAN, Princeton
University
551 pages 0-02-927360-9 $11.95

Orderfrom.

THE FREE PRESS
A Division ofMacmillan, Inc.

866 THIRD AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10022
Att: Eileen Kennedy

TO CHARGE BY PHONE to VISA or MasterCard call TOLL-FREE 1-800-257-5755
(in NJ, AK, and HI dial direct 1-609-461-6500)
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•Oxford-
Selected Works of
Jawaharlal Nehru
Second Series
Volume 1
Edited by SARVEPALLIGOPAL, Jawaharbl
Nehru University. The second series of the
Selected Works of Jawaharlal Nehru covers a
critical period in the history of India, from
the formation of the Interim Government in
1946 to Nehru's death in 1964. Comprised of
15 volumes, it includes speeches, letters,
writings, and memoranda from both
published and unpublished sources,
including Nehru's private papers and the
official records of the Indian government.
1984 650pp.;20illus. $34.95

Now available in paperback

Jawaharlal Nehru
An Anthology
Edited by SARVEPALLI GOPAL. "Gives us
an insight into the time of Nehru, and into
Nehru the man Nehru's peculiar •
philosophy emerges from its pages, a gentle,
accommodating world view."—The Economic
Times. This anthology introduces readers to
the words of a man who was, more than a
politician and a prime minister, a man vitally
interested in life and a master of the English
language.
1984 662 pp. paper $9.95

Jawaharlal Nehru
JAWAHARLAL NEHRU MEMORIAL
FUND. The 640 photographs in this album
provide a pictorial biography of Jawaharlal
Nehru and include rare nineteenth-century
pictures of Nehru as a boy. Nehru is
presented as a family man, a young lawyer,
with Gandhi and other nationalist leaders, as
Prime Minister and world statesman.
Explanatory captions and extracts from
Nehru's speeches and writings provide an
appropriate context for the photographs.
1984 700 pp.; 640 photographs $45.00

The Pathans
(500 B.C.-A.D. 1957)
OLAF CAROE, formerly British Governor of the
Indian North-West Frontier. This volume traces the
varied career of Sir Olaf Caroe, the last British
Governor of the Indian North-West Frontier
before Independence in 1946-7. Focusing on his
60-year relationship with the Pathans (Pakhtuns
or Pashtuns), Caroe provides special insight into
a region and a people that had a lasting effect on
his life.
1984 558pp.;12illus.,6maps $29.95

A Dravidian Etymological
Dictionary
Second Edition
Edited by T. BURROW, University of Oxford, and
M.B. EMENEAU, University of California,
Berkeley. A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary is a
complete and systematic account of the common
vocabulary of all the Dravidian languages,
together with many Indo-Aryan items
considered to be loanwords from Dravidian. For
this edition, the editors have incorporated the
original dictionary and its supplement and
added many new and substantially expanded
entries.
1984 850 pp. $74.00

Life Signs
JAYANTA MAHAPATRA. The poetry of Jayanta
Mahapatra, like that of Wordsworth, hauntingly
blends vivid evocations of a region, a landscape,
and an ancient culture with a personal and
deeply reflective vision of life. Any reader will
soon appreciate the special world of Orissa, its
temples, rice fields, and fireflies touched and
brought to life in free-flowing verse.
Forthcoming: February 1985 64 pp.
paper $5.95

District Administration and Rural
Development in India
Policy Objectives and Administrative Change
in Historical Perspective
B.B. WSRA, formerly of Delhi University. This
volume provides a comprehensive study of
district administration and rural development in
India from the last quarter of the eighteenth
century, when the East India Company had
established control over Bengal, to the end of the
1970s.
1984 400 pp. $34.95

Interest Groups and Development
Business and Politics in Pakistan
STANLEY A .KOCHANEK. Pennsylvania State
University. Drawing heavily on his own recent
fieldwork in Pakistan, on interviews with
leading businessmen and journalists, and on a
variety of unpublished material, Kochanek
examines the pattern of group formation and
behavior in Pakistan and the impact they have
had on political development. The result is a
perceptive analysis of the political scene in
Pakistan as well as a thoroughly researched
study of the distribution of power within the
Pakistani political system.
1984 350 pp.; 19 tables $19.95

Prices are subject to change.
To order, send check or money order to the Assistant Marketing Manager, Humanities and Social Sciences.

OXFORD UNIVERSITY PRESS
M ^ ^ ^ H B ^ B ^ M 200 Madison Avenue • New York, NY 10016 ^ ^ ^ H M M B M M
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THE BHAKTIVEDANTA BOOK TRUST
3764 Watseka Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90034

The world's largest publisher of books on the religion,
culture and philosophy of India. Used in colleges and
universites world-wide. For further information, send
for a complete catalog. Special academic discounts for
professors, classroom orders, libraries and bookstores.

Books
from

PENN
STATE
PRESS

Asian Women in Transition
Sylvia A. Chipp and Justin J. Green, Editors
The changing roles and status of women in Asia are examined
cross-culturally. Based on field research, the contributions to
this volume bring together the perspectives of political science,
anthropology, sociology, and economics.
274 pp. cloth $19.95 paper $10.95

A Treasury of Mahayana Sutras
Selections from the Maharatnakuta Sutra
Garma C.C. Chang, General Editor
515 pp. $22.50

Power and Policy in China
Second and Enlarged Edition
Parris H. Chang
346 pp. cloth $20.00 paper $10.95

The Pennsylvania State University Press
215 Wagner Building University Park, Pa. 16802
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HINA
FACTS & FIGURES ANNUAL
Edited by John L. Scherer

an"A valuable reference source both to scholars and to those with other interests in China,
essential addition to every university library."—Journal of Asian Studies
"Lucid organisation, a breadth of scope and wealth of deta i l . . . a straight-forward, highly profes-
sional compilation of facts & figures."—Asiaweek
"An indispensable reference . . . the most complete collection of data on the People's Republic of
China that is readily available to the general public-Air University Review
"Presents a wide variety of statistics, lists, and tables on China."— The China Business Review

Volume 6 (1983) contains special articles by Haitung King and Frances B. Locke, "Selected Indicators
of Current Health Status and Major Causes of Death in the People's Republic of China: An Historical
Perspective," Stanley Rosen, "Youth in China Today," and Pingwei Huang, "An Annotated Guide
to Serial Literary Publications of the People's Republic of China." It is divided into the following
sections: Basic Data; Survey; Government; Party; Military; Demography; Economy; Energy; Indus-
tries; Agriculture; Foreign Trade and Aid; Transportation; Institutions; Culture and Communications;
Health, Education and Welfare; and Special Topics.

Volumes 1-6 contain over 2260 separate entries, tables, charts, figures and features in more than
2030 pages. CHIFFA is a subscription publication. Send all orders direct to the publisher for best
results. Appears each summer. Volumes 1-6 (1978-1983) $275. Volume 6 (1983) 480 pp. $47.50.
Of Related Interest
Mikhail I. Sladkovsky, China & Japan, Past and Present. Edited and translated by Robert F. Price.
Forum Asiatica/1 (1975) $25. The importance of this book by the dean of Soviet specialists on East
Asia is that it makes available in English the official Soviet views on the histories of China and Japan,
and on the relations between them, down to the 1970s.

Order directly from
ACADEMIC INTERNATIONAL PRESS Box1111A Gulf Breeze FL 32561

Buddhism
and the
State in

Sixteenth-
Century Japan

Neil McMullin
"A significant and creative contribution to

the field. McMullin covers an important
and neglected subject, providing for the
first time in English the full story of the

fundamental changes in the relationship of
government to organized Buddhism in the
Japan of the 1500s." — John Hall, Professor

Emeritus, Yale University
$40.00

Family and
Property in
Sung China
Yuan Ts'ai's Precepts
for Social Life
Translated,
with Annotations
and Introduction,
by Patricia Buckley Ebrey
"Yuan Ts'ai's work speaks eloquently across
the centuries about the detailed texture of
family life."
— Denis Twitchett, Princeton University
$37.50

Princeton
41 William Street, University Press Princeton, NJ 08540
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PUBLICATIONS
FROM THE UNITED NATIONS

INFORMATION FOR THE WORLD—
FROM THE BODY OF THE WORLD.

WORLD ECONOMIC SURVEY 1984
Current trends in the World Economy. Gives the growth in the
world economy and current policy stances, international trade and
payments, adjustment and international capital flows to
developing countries.
E.84.U.C.1 $12.00

-. WOOD CONCERNS AND
_ THE IHHTED NATIONS WORLD CONCERNS AND THE UNITED NATIONS

Model Teaching Units for Primary, Secondary and Teacher
Education. Contains information that will be very useful to
teachers and students. It covers UN activities in education, the
developing UN community, major world changes and continuing
challenges. It will help students and teachers determine what is
being and can be done to assure a peaceful and more secure
world.
E.83.I.I2 $23.00

The UN CHRONICLE
A monthly magazine that gives you regular reports on the
wide-ranging activities of the entire UN system as it deals with
problems ranging from food and health to nuclear disarmament
and the world economy. Every session of the Security Council and
General Assembly is fully covered. Resolutions are put in the
context of debates. Complex problems are put in perspective.
Issued 11 times yearly in English, French, Spanish and Arabic
editions.
Annual rate $20.00 Single issues $3.00

Also
just published

ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SURVEY OF ASIA AND THE
PACIFIC
Contains the survey of world economy, major constraints on
regional progress, the economic and social survey of South Asia,
South-east Asia, South Pacific island countries, China, Iran, Hong
Kong, the Republic of Korea and Japan.
E.84.1I.F.1 $18.00

Catalogue of our
International Publications
available free upon request.

UNITED NATIONS PUBLICATIONS
Room DC2-853, New York, N.Y. 10017

Palais des Nations, 1211 Geneva 10, Switzerland
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SOUTH ASIA
from CALIFORNIA

Moral Conduct and Authority
The Place of Adab in South Asian Islam
Edited by BARBARA DALY METCALF
The essays in this volume explore adab, the Muslim ideal of the harmonious life of
a person who knows the proper relationship to God, to others, and to oneself, and
who, as a result, plays a special role among his or her fellows. $36.50

The Pakistan Army
by STEPHEN P. COHEN
In this first comprehensive study of the Pakistan army, Cohen examines and analyzes
the social origins of the officer corps, the army's role in domestic politics, Pakistan's
nuclear intentions, the Islamicization of the military, Pakistan's sensitive geopolitical
position, its relations with the United States, and the possibility of strategic rapproche-
ment with India. $27.50

Between Dependency and Autonomy
India's Experience with the International Computer Industry
by JOSEPH M. GRIECO
Can technological change and competitiveness in high-technology industries work
to the advantage of developing countries as they negotiate with multinational
enterprises? Grieco analyzes this question, based on India's experience with the
international computer industry in the 1960s and 1970s. A volume in the Science,
Technology, and the Changing World Order series. $37.50

Competing Equalities
Law and the Backward Classes in India
by MARC GALANTER
"A work of clear distinction in quality and of exceptional and many-faceted impor-
tance. . . The problems with which it deals are Indian in specific character, but gen-
eral, increasingly general, in terms of principle and relevance. . . .This book must be
reckoned a major study in the general subject of the interpenetration of law and
society."—W. H. Morris-Jones $36.50

Fluid Signs
Being a Person the Tamil Way
by E. VALENTINE DANIEL
"Daniel is brilliant, and this work is the product of all his powers of imagination
and expression. He is also a flawless scholar: bilingual, so that his translations are
accurate; gifted, so that they are charming; well-read, so that his discussions are set
in the full context of previous scholarship; and very, very funny, so that his depic-
tions of the quandaries of his informants, as well as himself, are a joy to read."
—Wendy O'Flaherty $29.95

Available at bookstores or order from

UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA PRESS
BERKELEY 94720
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NEW AND NOTEWORTHY FROM

KODANSHA
THE TWILIGHT YEARS
By SAWAKO ARIYOSH1
Translated by MiJdred Tahara
Kokotsu no hito caused a sensation when it was published in
Japan in 1972. Now translated into English, it presents the
timely problem of caring for the elderly in a modern indus-
trial society.
By concentrating on the details of one family's everyday life
and on an ordinary housewife's responses to often unbear-
able pressures, Ariyoshi has created a novel that, while uni-
versal in its significance, has the poignancy and emotional
force of first-hand experience.
216 pages; $14.95

THE BELLS OF NAGASAKI
ByTAKASHINAGAl
Translated by WiJJiam Johnston, S.J.
This is the first English translation of a best-
selling Japanese account of the bombing of
Nagasaki. Written by a doctor who was both
witness and victim, the book is as timely
today as when it was first published in
1949.
144 pages; $14.95

SMALLER IS BETTER
Japan's Mastery of the Miniature
By O-YOUNG LEE
Translated by Robert N. Huey
A fresh, provocative look into the heart and
soul of Japan.
The author, an eminent Korean critic, ar-
gues that the special quality pervading Ja-
panese society and psychology alike is a
tendency to "shrink" things, to find aes-
thetic, spiritual and functional value in the
compact and the miniature.
200 pages; 16 b/w photos; $16.95

THE JAPANESE POLICE
SYSTEM TODAY
An American Perspective
by L CRAIG PARKER, Jr.
As a professor of criminal justice and a
psychologist, the author presents the most
in-depth, well-rounded portrait of law and
order in Japan: the history and methods of
the police, their role in the legal system, and
their current problems with juvenile de-
linquency and violent street crimes. The
book ends with a timely look at what the
U.S. might learn from the Japanese sys-
tem.
216 pages; 12 b/w photos; $19.95

AVAILABLE AT
BOOKSTORES

OR FROM K K U D A J N l o r i A INTERNATIONAL
10 EAST 53rd STREET, NEW YORK NY 10022

FOR MAIL ORDERS. PLEASE SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER PAYABLE TO KODANSHA INTERNATIONAL. PLUS SHIPPING AND HANDLING I $2.25 PER
COPY ) AND SALES TAX FOR NEW YORK RESIDENTS. PLEASE ALLOW 4 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY. PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANCE WITHOUT NOTICE.
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Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files

CHINA: INTERNAL AFFAIRS, 1930-1939
£ Covering the internal affairs of China from 1930 through 1939, the State Department's Central ^
j^ Files are the definitive source of American diplomatic reporting on the political, social, and ^
^ economic developments in China during the period which was marked both by increasingly fr.
^ bitter civil war between Kuomintang and Communist factions and by military intervention ^
^ by Japan. Although scholars have used these files at the National Archives for more than -JL
^ a decade, the files have never been published in any format until now. By making available f^
^ over 100,000 pages of special reports, confidential correspondence, interviews, minutes of ^
^ meetings, and translated documents, this new collection opens broad avenues of research. 'J^
j£ The voluminous political files are particularly valuable in view of the critical years of Chinese ^
^ history which they document. As the 1930s began, the civil war between the forces of Chiang ^
^ Kai-shek and Mao Tse-tung was overshadowed by Japan's invasion and occupation of Man- 2A

L churia. To protest Japan's establishment of the puppet state of Manchukuo, the Chinese ^
^ boycotted Japanese goods. In retaliation for the boycott, 70,000 Japanese troops landed fr.
& at Shanghai in January 1932. During the next few years, as Japanese forces advanced <£
^ throughout North China, Chiang's Nationalist government adopted the position of self- 'JL
J± strengthening—that is, attacking the Communists—before counterattacking the Japanese. ^
K A Communist government was set up in Kiangsi, but Chiang's military campaigns pressured ^

0> Mao's Red Army into the Long March (1934-1935). ^
^ By 1936, however, the fiercely anti-Japanese Nationalist leaders of North China, led by ^
^ General Chang Hsueh-liang, were in favor of a truce with the Communists so that united fr.
r. Chinese forces could fight against Japan. In the Sian Incident (December 1936), Chiang ^

£ was kidnapped by Chang Hsueh-liang and was held until he agreed to accept Communist 'jL
JL help against Japan. In January 1937, negotiations terminated the long anti-Communist ^
^ campaign. Six months later, the Lukouchiao Incident led to Japanese seizure of Peiping ^
^ and Tientsin, and the Second Sino-Japanese War began. Although Japanese troops captured ^
A Shanghai, Suchow, Nanking, Tsingtao, Canton, and Hankow, Chinese forces retained control ^

^ of much of South China. Throughout 1938 and 1939, fighting continued over a large area. fr.
K These political and military developments, as well as social and economic ones, were ^
^ observed and reported by American diplomatic personnel throughout China, both at the yL

L U.S. embassy and at consulates (Amoy, Canton, Chefoo, Foochow, Hankow, Harbin, Mukden, ^
^ Nanking,, Shanghai, Swatow, Tientsin, Tsinan, Tsingtao and Yunnanfu). These reports are &
^ the largest component of the Central Files. Additionally, there are reports from the State ^
A Department's Division of Far Eastern Affairs, as well as reports on China from such other ^

^ U.S. diplomatic posts as Tokyo, Saigon, Hanoi, Calcutta, London, Paris, Berlin, and Moscow. fr.
r. Now available in a convenient microfilm edition, the State Department's Central Files on j ^
0) Chinese* internal affairs will be counted among the most useful research collections in any ^ J

£ library. Filmed from the original documents in the National Archives, our edition contains ^
^ all of the important files; only files of little or no historical value (such as those dealing ^
^ with claims of U.S. citizens) have been omitted. Thousands of valuable documents have J ^
^ now been published for the first time and are available to researchers everywhere. ^

L The "publication" of the State Department's Confidential Central Files on China's internal ^Z
^ affairs is a monumental event which adds new dimensions to the study of China in the j K
W. 1930s. Used together with Chinese Nationalist and Communist materials, as well as Japanese, £
^ Russian, British, German, and French sources (when available), the availability of these Central 'jL
j^ Files could open a new era of intensive multi-archival research on China. A thorough re- ^
r. examination of Chinese history in the 1930s is in order. W.

^ —Dr. Immanuel C.Y. Hsu j A
L Professor of History 'Z

^ University of California, Santa Barbara fr.
r. Now available outside the National Archives for the first time, these records are indispensable fr.

^ for professors and students who are interested in China during the pivotal decade of the ^
JL 1930S. It will be a boon to researchers to have access to the State Department's voluminous ^
^ files in one convenient microfilm collection. _Of Kennetn E Folsom 5
^ Associate Professor of History ^
^ University of Maryland £
£ Confidential U.S. State Department Central Files. China: Internal Affairs, 1930-1939. j£
jL 35mm microfilm (105 reels) with printed guide. 'JL
^ Price: $6,700. Available now. ISBN 0-89093-638-2. ^
^ Kindly direct all orders and inquiries to: ^

f. UNIVERSITY PUBLICATIONS OF AMERICA '+.
fc 44 North Market Street • Frederick, MD 21701»(301) 694-0100 ^
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Modeling Japanese-
American Trade
A Study of Asymmetric
Interdependence
Peter A. Petri
In rigorous, quantitative detail,
this book examines the structure
of trade between Japan and the
United States, tracing the evolu-
tion of trade interdependence
and the causes of its increasing
intensity.
Harvard Economic Studies, 156

$20.00 Illustrated

Population, Disease, and
Land in Early Japan,
645-900
William Wayne Farris
William Farris develops the first
systematic, scientific analysis of
early Japanese population. This
work provides a comprehensive
study of land clearance, agricul-
tural technology, rural settle-
ment, and the role of disease in
economic development.
Harvard-Yenching Institute
Monograph Series, 24

$20.00 Illustrated

Jawaharlal Nehru
A Biography
Volume III: 1956-1964
Sarvepalli Gopal
This final volume of Gopal's biog-
raphy analyzes the foreign and
domestic issues of the last eight
years of Nehru's life and prime
ministership.
"A vivid chronology of the Indian
independence movement."

-New York Times
$22.50 Illustrated

Reappraising an Empire
New Perspectives on Philippine-
American History
Edited and with an introduction
by Peter W. Stanley
The American impact on Filipino
politics, culture, and economics
is less substantial than previously
imagined. This book reexamines
the mythology that the United
States nurtured, modernized,
and then granted independence
to a receptive local population.
Harvard Studies in American-East
Asian Relations, 10 $20.00

Christianity in China
Early Protestant Missionary Writings
Edited by Suzanne Wilson Barnett
and John K. Fairbank
Nine historians examine writings
by Protestant missionaries in
China from 1819 to 1890. They
create a new composite picture of
the missionary pioneers, the lit-
erature they produced, the
changes they sustained through
immersion in Chinese culture,
and their efforts to interpret that
culture for constituencies at
home.
Harvard Studies in American-East
Asian Relations, 9

$20.00

Harvard
University

Press
79 Garden Street

Cambridge, MA 02138
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THE CHINESE LANGUAGE
Fact and Fantasy

John DeFrancis
A bold, fresh look at the Chinese language in all its richness and complexity, this
book examines the Chinese writing system, its relationship to speech in China,
and the problems associated with literacy in China today. The author also
debunks such common "myths" as the ideographic and universal nature of
Chinese writing and the indispensability of Chinese characters.
"DeFrancis's book is first rate. It informs. It entertains. It teaches. It demystifies.
It counteracts popular ignorance as well as sophisticated (cocktail party) igno-
rance. Who could ask for anything more?" —Joshua A. Fishman, Yeshiva
University
$20.00, cloth

RETREAT FROM REFORM
Patterns of Political Behavior

in Interwar Japan
Sharon Minichiello

The apparent metamorphosis of liberal reformists into willing instruments of
totalitarian forces during the 1930s is the subject of this compelling study.
Minichiello's book is based on an examination of Nagai Ryutaro — a leading
educator, politician, and government official. Careful and exhaustive examina-
tion of the conflicts and continuities that marked this reformist's life and career
offer fresh insight into the sociopolitical dynamics of this important period.
$18.00, cloth

CONFLICT IN JAPAN
Ellis S. Krauss, Thomas P. Rohlen, and

Patricia G. Stein ho ff. eds.
Social and political conflict in postwar Japan is the topic of this pioneer volume,
which draws together a series of field-based studies by North American and
Japanese researchers. By focusing attention on conflict itself—its sources and
the ways it is expressed and managed —this book offers a new perspective on
Japanese society as a whole. This volume will appeal to scholars and students of
Japan and to non-Japan experts interested in the comparative application of
social science theory to non-Western settings.
$24.95. cloth
$9.95, paper

UNIVERSITY OF HAWAII PRESS
2840 Kolowalu Street, Honolulu, Hawaii 96822
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